The main goal of the Basel Global Peace Conference is to create a unique global platform to bring together the leaders and activists from all over the world to exchange ideas, knowledge, practices and experiences on how to build a more peaceful world, how to foster dialogue between the different people and inspire people to give contribution to the global peace, security and human rights where their live and work.

**Timetable for 4th & 13th August 2019**

- Welcome Speech & Introduction: 18.00 - 18.15
- First Speakers’ Speech: 18.15 - 18.45
- Second Speakers’ Speech: 18.45 - 19.15
- Third Speakers’ Speech: 19.15 - 19.45
- Questions & Answers Session: 19.45 - 20.15
- Organisational Presentation, Networking & Apero with Snacks & Soft Drinks: 20.15 - 21.30

**Speakers of 1st Basel Global Peace Conference: 4 August, 2019**

**I Speaker (30 min.): Mr. Peter Aeberhard** has a 25 years’ experience with people from worn torn countries and in the context of migration. He has a working experience as regional director for the Horn of Africa for Caritas and established Caritas Switzerland's peace promotion unit back in 2001. He worked as Director of Foundation Hirondelle (radio in war torn societies) [www.hirondelle.org](http://www.hirondelle.org). Thereafter he was in the Swiss Foreign Ministry as strategic controller for the human security decision, thereafter as political advisor for sub Saharan Africa. Mr. Aeberhard is a trained mediator and has recently done courses in Harvard's Program on Refugee Trauma. 2015 he founded the Trauma Healing and Creative Arts Coalition [www.thac.ch](http://www.thac.ch) and established the Swiss Civil Society Platform on Migration and Development [www.mdplatform.ch](http://www.mdplatform.ch). For 10 years he was co-chairing the Swiss Branch of the International Fellowship on Reconciliation.

**Theme:** Forced Migration, Trauma and Return - Challenges for Migration Governance and Peace Building.

**Question:** What challenges do human face when they are forcefully leaving their country, stay in transit or host countries and return. How does politics influence their well-being and perspectives, and what can be approved?

**II Speaker (30 min.): Mr. Tobias Roosen**

35-years of practice as Social Worker in different - functions, areas of, issues, target groups, of age; (Working for the State/public administration, as well as for NGO's)
- 12-years of Representing IFSW at UN-Geneva;
- Knowledge in Human Rights
- Lecturer on Ethics (Code of Ethics of Social Work, National and International) at University of Advanced Studies, Zürich
[https://www.linkedin.com/in/roosen-tobias-83777583](https://www.linkedin.com/in/roosen-tobias-83777583)

**Theme:** "Some aspects of a "good living together". The constitution (of each country) as sociatal contract and umbrella for all people living in that state.

**Question:** Where war comes from? Is peace nice to have or must have? What helps to restore peace: The UN-Security-Council, the UN-Declaration on the right of the treatees, the human rights obligations, or the leaders of the country? Or, I and myself?
III Speaker (30 min.): Ms. Jasna Bastic - working for Peace Boat, Japanese NGO, which organizes educational projects on the oversee ship around the world 3 times a year; PB also has international campaigns on abolition of nuclear weapons, peace education and sustainable development; Peace Boat is in the Steering Committee of ICAN, which got Nobel Peace price for 2017;
- my fields of work: conflict management, non-violent conflict resolutions, war propaganda and political manipulation in media; demilitarization; use of social media; campaigns management

Theme: Paradox of modern world: wars, artificial intelligence and poverty  
Question: How to change mind set and approach abolition of war; which new and old problems will define our future; what will happen to democracy and human Rights?

Speakers of 2nd Basel Global Peace Conference: 13 August, 2019

Honorary Guest Speaker for 2nd Conference:
Ms. Hanum Ibrahimova, the Ambassador of Embassy of the Republic of Azerbaijan to the Swiss Confederation and Principality of Liechtenstein
Speech on The role of intercultural dialogue in peacebuilding: case of Azerbaijan

I Speaker (30 min.): Mr. Marc Finaud "Marc Finaud is a former French career diplomat who served in bilateral postings (St Petersburg, Warsaw, Tel Aviv, Sydney) as well as multilateral missions (the OSCE in Vienna, the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva, and the UN General Assembly in New York). Since 2004 he has been sharing his experience with junior diplomats and military officers on arms control and disarmament at the Geneva Centre for Security Policy (GCSP). He collaborates regularly with the Institute for Peace and Dialogue."

Theme: Nuclear Weapons
Question: Why is the Nuclear Ban Treaty so Important?

II Speaker (30 min.): Since 2004 Dr. Andrea Marrone is employed in the Office of the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, the first permanent and treaty based international judicial institution established to help end the impunity for the perpetrators of the most serious crimes of concern to the international community. In 2016 Dr. Marrone has been a programme advisor for a development agency as an expert of human security and transitional justice. Dr. Marrone has published on issues of public international law and international humanitarian law and lectured at various universities, including UNIBO, the European College, Groningen and Leiden Universities. For further details please visit the following expert directory: https://acuns.org/andrea-marrone/

Question: How to build peaceful dialogue and constructive interactions between governments, civil society, multilateral, intergovernmental, profit and no-profit organisations, including academia and private corporations?

III Speaker (30 min.): Dr. Marcello Mollica is Associate professor of Cultural anthropology and ethnology at the University of Messina, Italy. He holds a Phd in Social Sciences (Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium) and a European Doctorate Enhancement in Conflict Resolution (University of Deusto, Bilbao, Spain). He was a pre-doc Marie Curie at the University of Ulster, a post-doc Intra-European Fellow at the University of Kent, a Marie Curie visiting staff member at the University of Tiblisi and a post-doc fellow and lecturer at the University of Fribourg and at the University of Pisa. Mollica has conducted field-work in Northern Ireland, Holy Land, Southeastern Anatolia, Caucasus and Sicily.

Theme: Stereotypes and loci in conflict in the European migrant crisis: the case of Sicily
Question: What went wrong with the locals in the last European migration wave?

For registration or for any more questions please feel free to contact by email via fhuseynli@ipdinstitute.ch

Thank you very much for your participation & attention